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that he could honourably accept. But it was one that left Cromwell and the Army unsatisfied, and it was hardly remarkable that men accused Cromwell of Trilling the King in order to prevent it,
Pride's Purge and the military occupation of London had reduced Parliament to a handful of partisans willing to vote what the Army required. But the officers still hesitated to order what England abhorred as a crime. They laid a last temptation before Charles, offering to ensure his acquittal if he would accept their terms; the most important were that he should authorize the sale of the bishops1 lands and resign the royal power of vetoing what the Commons voted. The first, as ,Charles saw it, was to legalize robbery and cripple the only form of Church that had any authority or chance of permanence in England, The second was to destroy the monarchy he had been born to preserve and to destroy it in favour of a small group of evil men acting under the dictation of the sword. It is just possible that another man might have saved his life by accepting such a humiliation, in order to reverse it as soon as circumstances permitted. It is inconceivable k that Charles should have done so*
He had never been afraid of death, and it was coming to him in a form more welcome than any. The issues were clear at last: he was dying to save the Chtirch from Puritanism, the monarchy from rebels; and his death, whether he knew it or not, was to be the best blow he had ever struck for his Cause. There .was no chance now for miscalculations and hesitations, for twistings and tooiogs and delay. Men noticed at the trial that even his lifelong stammer left him, so that he spoke firmly and clearly. Strongest of all was the feeling that everything his enemies did was a further justification of his life's work. He had always foreseen that, whatever reverence for law they had pretended, the end of their politics (and his forced cessions to them) was injustice and anarchy. T&ene only one thing on:his conscience, and he

